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IMPACT: MAKING 
REAL WORLD 
CHANGE 
THROUGH HEALTH 
RESEARCH
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•What is impact?
• Pathways and roles
• Impact literacy
• Impact in the context of NHS R&D
• Activity 

Session

• 'the demonstrable contribution that excellent research 
makes to society and the economy‘ (RCUK). 

• ‘an effect on, change or benefit to the economy, society, 
culture, public policy or services, health, the environment 
or quality of life, beyond academia’ (REF)

What is Impact?

Shorthand: The provable benefits of research in the ‘real world’
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Eg: 
• Improved patient access to services
• Reduced mortality
• Increased quality of life
• Improved condition management
• Improved medicine adherence
• Reduced severity of symptoms
• Increased effectiveness of therapy
• Change in professional guidelines

Impact = change

• Dissemination
• Academic interest or citations 
• Visibility or attention
• Disconnected from research
• Neat, linear or template-able

(And no one said it had to be big – avoid chasing impact 
unicorns – see NIHR blog)

Impact is not….
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A shift in language from knowledge 
transfer… 

…to knowledge exchange…. 

Commissioning

Patient 
needs

Benefits to 
patients

Research 
co-design

Decision making informs policy

Policy 
informs 
research

Clinical 
care 

change

Co-
production
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What’s your role in impact?

Impact

Knowledge 
producer

Knowledge 
broker

Decision 
maker

Gatekeeper

Beneficiary

Research 
governance
/ manager

Impact Literacy

Bayley, J. and Phipps, D. (2017) 
Building the Concept of Impact 

Literacy, Evidence and Policy 
(available online)  

https://doi.org/10.1332/174426417X
15034894876108See www.juliebayley.blog

https://doi.org/10.1332/174426417X15034894876108
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WHAT

HOW WHO

Develop 
internal 
impact 

‘agency’

Identify and 
enhance own 
skills 

Define effects with beneficiaries

Engage, build 
& maintain 
partnerships

Choose 
appropriate 
activities

Select 
dissemination 
formats

Recognise & 
value 
engagement 
activities

Identify indicators

Track and report

Resource 
engagement

Embed 
impact into 
core 
research 
processes

Support academic 
and  professional 
staff development

Find 
institutional 
partners

Information 
management 

Strategic 
alignment

Longer term 
monitoring

Comms
support

Apply and 
share skills

Partner with 
skilled 
others

Reward

Clarify roles

Bayley, J. and Phipps, D. (2017) 
Building the Concept of Impact 

Literacy, Evidence and Policy 
(available online)  

https://doi.org/10.1332/174426417X
15034894876108See www.juliebayley.blog

1. Assumptions –why the research is important, 
who does what, the pathway, effort needed…..

2. Poor connections between research, 
pathways, audiences and effects

3. Poor clarity on ‘what changes’

4. Presumption that need or prestige = adopted

5. Overlooking challenges to use

6. Poor institutional impact ‘health’

Common challenges in impact literacy 

https://doi.org/10.1332/174426417X15034894876108
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• Improve impact literacy (across the board)
• Connect research into clear benefits for
• Patients
• Staff
• Services
• ‘System’
• Explore support within R&D system 

What do we need to do?

Impact in the context of 
NHS R&D

Moving from advocacy to accountability 
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The need for Health 
Research/NHS RIA  
Ø REF too academic and not health systems focused
Ø Perceived competition between methods, models and 

approaches
Ø Emerging but diffused community of practice
Ø Need to build capacity, share practices and develop 

standards
Ø NHS R&D and hosted NIHR infrastructure act as funders
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NHS RIA: Units of 
analysis
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QUESTIONS?
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ACTIVITY

Activity: 
Diagnosing and prescribing 

impact health 
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The 5 Cs: 
Commitment (how committed is everyone to impact?)

Connectivity (how connected are all those who need to be involved)

Coproduction (how much are ‘users’ involved?)

Competencies (do people have the necessary skills?)

Clarity (how clear are definitions, institutional messages, expectations, roles)

Your R&D impact health

• Discuss a challenge you face in connecting research to impact
• Diagnose the problem in terms of the 5 C’s
• Prescribe an action to improve your impact health 


